Downstream
Fuel and charging stations

From advanced EV charging infrastructure to mobile payment systems, Lenovo provides the cutting-edge technology companies need to optimise their operations.

Click on an area below to find out more

1. Pump screens
2. Payment system
3. Camera systems
4. Digital display screen
Pump screens

Digital signage from Lenovo OEM Solutions can provide real-time information, promoting relevant offers and contextualized information to enhance the customer experience and even inspire additional purchases or engagement with your retail space.

Learn more
Payment System

Lenovo can streamline the checkout process and reduce wait times by offering the convenience of simple, contactless transactions. Lenovo makes collecting data at a fueling pump simple with turnkey POS solutions helping companies to connect and consolidate their digital footprint.
Camera systems

Leverage AI-driven analytics connected with Lenovo’s ThinkStation P series, powered by Intel® processors, to help you get the most out of data-intensive ISV applications. With cameras around the forecourt helping you to make informed, data-driven decisions: optimizing traffic flows at peak times, developing customer-centric strategies that minimize wait times and traffic congestion, and ensuring the safe operation of charging ports.
Lenovo’s OEM Solutions digital signage solutions offer speed, power and flexibility for all of your spaces. Lenovo’s compact and powerful devices are optimized for round-the-clock reliability. With easy integration with specialist pricing systems and real-time analytics, Lenovo’s solutions help maintain and update relevant offers and enhance customer engagement.

Learn more